
WELCOME TO LAS DALIAS IBIZA HIPPY MARKET 

 

NAME:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….DATE:……. 

 

 On 4th 1 November 1954, farmer and carpenter Joan Marí opened a roadside bar for fellow 
residents of Sant 2 Carles. The success of the opening party took everyone by surprise and a 
grand total of 6,600 pesetas (about €40.00) was taken. 1954 Spain was a grey place but, that 
summer, the island was discovered by celebrities like Rainier of Monaco, all fascinated by its 
exuberant beauty. Mass tourism had not yet arrived.  Throughout the 50s, the success of Las 
Dalias soared. The story even goes that the Priest of Sant Carles started offering movies, in an 
effort to tempt his parishioners away from the bar and the dancing, and back to the church! 
During the 60s the first “peluts” (as hippies were known) arrived escaping from call-up for the 
Vietnam War. Soon they found their natural paradise: flowers in the hair, the counter-culture 
etc. The island enjoyed a freedom unheard- of in the rest of Spain. At Las Dalias, one day it was 
flamenco and sangria, the next, dozens of fervent fans of The Doors or Janis Joplin.  In 1985, 
Las Dalias Market opened with just five stalls. Today, there are almost 200 stalls and around 
20,000 people descend on the market every Saturday during the summer season. The stalls are 
set out in the shade of the trees, and sell all manner of clothing, jewellery, CDs, bags, 
ornaments, and fabrics, to name just a few. There is also live music, mime acts, food and 
drinks, etc.  This is still one of the favourite meeting places for the modern-day "hippies" and a 
great place to spend a day during your visit to Ibiza!  

QUESTIONS  

1. Write a summary of the text in English, including the most important points using your 
own words (approximately 50 words; 1 point). 

2. Mark the following sentences true/false (T/F) according to the text. Then write the part 
(and ONLY that part) of the text which justifies your answer (1 point; 0,25 each). 

a)The priest of San Carlos tried to get the locals away from Las Dalias. TRUE the Priest of Sant 
Carles started offering movies, in an effort to tempt his parishioners away from the bar and 
the dancing, and back to the church! 

b) Some “peluts” rejected to join the war in Vietnam. TRUE During the 60s the first “peluts” (as 
hippies were known) arrived escaping from call-up for the Vietnam War. 

c) Life in Ibiza was quite the same as in the peninsula. FALSE The island enjoyed a freedom 
unheard- of in the rest of Spain. 

d) You can sunbathe while you’re buying around the market. FALSE The stalls are set out in the 
shade of the trees, 

3. Find words or phrases in the text that correspond in meaning to the words and definitions 
given here (1 point; 0,25 each). 



a) Enthusiastic: FERVENT 
b) not known to exist or be happening, very unusual: UNHEARD OF 
c) cloth: FABRIC 
d) contemporary: MODERN-DAY 

 
 

4. Pronunciation (1 point; 0,25 each) 
 

a) In which of the following words is the plural “s” pronounced /s/ not /z/: “students”, 
”movies”, “prisoners”, “stalls”? STUDENTS 

b) Find a word in the text that includes the sound /θ/ like in think. THROUGHOUT 
c) Write the word whose underlined letter/s are pronounced  / ɔ:/: “total”,  “soon”, 

”offering”, stalls”. STALLS 
d) Which is the correct for the word “soar”: / sʊə/, / sɔː/, /sɒr/? /  /sɔː/ 

 
5. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the original meaning. Use the word in 

brackets and /or the expression given, making the necessary changes. (1.5 points; 0.5 
points each). 

a) That summer, the island was discovered by celebrities like Rainier of Monaco. 
Celebrities LIKE RAINIER OF MONACO DISCOVERED THE ISLAND THAT SUMMER. 

b) “I am never given a birthday present”. 
Nobody GIVES ME A BIRTHDAY PRESENT. 

c) “We couldn’t swim in the sea because there were big waves”. ( due to). 

DUE TO THE BIG WAVES, WE COULDN’T SWIM IN THE SEA 

6. Write approximately  120 words on the following topic: Describe the best summer of your 
life.  ( 3 points). 

 


